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We present a resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) study across the temperature (T ) driven γ -α transition
in Ce0.93Sc0.07. RIXS measurements across the Ce M5 edge unambiguously identify the f 1 → f 0 and f 1 → f 2

charge excitations, which provide a quantification of the Ce on-site Coulomb repulsion energy, Uf f . Calculation
with a simplified single-impurity Anderson model combined with full multiplet theory reproduces the charge
excitations and establishes that the very different Kondo temperatures of the γ to α phase are reflected in RIXS
spectra. A systematic T -dependent hysteresis is observed for the f 0 final state spectral intensity upon cycling
across the γ -α transition. In addition, a fluorescencelike structure also follows the same hysteretic behavior and
shows it is directly connected to the weight of the f 0 configuration in the ground state. The results indicate that
the Ce M-edge RIXS is a reliable quantitative probe of the electronic structure of strongly correlated Ce-based
Kondo systems and is sensitive to the emergent Kondo energy scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cerium compounds comprise a particularly interesting
subgroup of rare-earth materials owing to their large variety of
magnetic, electronic, and structural properties [1–3]. The first-
order isostructural phase transition in cerium metal is particu-
larly important as it represents a prototypical case for testing
the evolution of the Kondo effect from a small Kondo tem-
perature (TK ) to a very large TK in the same material. Cerium
undergoes a transition from a γ phase (with a localized mag-
netic moment and a small TK ) stable at ambient conditions,
to an α phase (with an intermediate valence and a very large
TK ) at low temperature or high pressure [4]. This transition is
associated with a volume collapse of about 15% and a loss of
magnetic moments [4]. The first-order isostructural γ -α phase
transition in cerium has attracted considerable interest in the
last 50 years, both experimentally and theoretically [5–19].

RIXS has emerged as the preferred technique of probing
elementary excitations such as magnons, phonons, d-d ex-
citations, charge-transfer excitations, etc., in various systems
[20,21]. It is a photon in-photon out bulk-sensitive technique
(probing depth > 100’s nanometers), unlike strongly surface
sensitive photoemission spectroscopy (PES) and inverse pho-
toemission spectroscopy (IPES), which give rise to surface
features that complicate analyses of intrinsic bulk-sensitive
spectra [22–24]. RIXS is a valuable tool for direct characteri-
zation of Kondo materials, yielding access to charge [25–28],
spin-orbit, and crystal-field excitations [29–34], as well as the
Kondo resonance [35–37]. These local electronic excitations

*Corresponding author: bodry.tegomo_chiogo@helmholtz-
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appear at fixed (Raman-like) loss energies hνloss = hνin −
hνout while scanning incident photon energy hνin across the
x-ray absorption spectrum. RIXS spectra also exhibit loss
energy features that linearly disperse (fluorescencelike) as a
function of hνin, reflecting the delocalized electronic exci-
tations [28,38–40]. Fluorescencelike features have also been
observed in RIXS spectra at the L edge of transition metal
oxides [41–43] where it is used to address the localization
of charge excitations and versus itinerancy of charge carriers
[41,42]. Currently, the origin of fluorescencelike features is
under strong debate in the literature. Bisogni et al. [44] ob-
served a low energy fluorescencelike structure in the L-edge
RIXS spectra of NdNiO3 compound and concluded that the
gap opening at low temperature is related to the T dependence
of the fluorescencelike structure. They proposed that the flu-
orescence feature reflects unbound particle-hole pairs in the
final state of RIXS. However, Pfaff et al. [42] investigated
localized and delocalized Ti 3d carriers in LaAlO3/SrTiO3

with RIXS and suggested that the fluorescencelike structure
is related to intermediate states of RIXS. This has been theo-
retically supported by Hariki et al. [45] using a combination
of local-density approximation with dynamical mean-field
theory. Recently, we reported a RIXS study on the detailed
electronic structure of a γ -like cerium compound CeAgSb2
[40]. The Ce M-edge RIXS showed two Raman-like features
corresponding to f 0 and f 2 final states, the Kondo singlet
ground state merging into a quasielastic peak, the excited
manifold of magnetic f 1 states and a fluorescencelike feature.
A simplified single-impurity Anderson model calculation with
full multiplets could account for all charge excitations except
the fluorescencelike feature. However, the fluorescencelike
feature exhibited a clear T dependence, and it was conjectured
that it reflected the Kondo energy scale.
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Thus, RIXS of Ce compounds exhibits complex spectra,
along with the presence of Raman-like and fluorescencelike
structures. However, while several studies have addressed
the crystal field and spin-orbit splitting in Ce compounds,
very few measurements have addressed the Kondo effect in
RIXS over large energy scales. In particular, to understand
the systematics in electronic parameters spanning from low
TK to high TK Ce compounds, the RIXS spectra of different
compounds need to be compared. Thanks to the unique prop-
erties of Ce metal, these modifications can be obtained in the
same compound as a function of T . In order to identify all
the salient features in cerium RIXS spectra and gain further
insight into the origin of the fluorescencelike features, we
have investigated the electronic structure of the Ce0.93Sc0.07

alloy using Ce M5-edge RIXS. This system is well known to
exhibit the γ -α first-order isostructural transition as a function
of T . Several spectroscopic measurements have analyzed the
driving mechanism of the isostructural γ -α phase transition
in cerium [5–17]. State-of-the-art PES on cerium obtained
by Weschke et al. [11] revealed a peak at ∼2 eV below the
Fermi level (EF ), and another peak in the vicinity of EF .
These two peaks are respectively associated with the f 0 and
f 1 final states and reflect the delocalized and localized states
of the Kondo singlet ground state. The clearest spectral fin-
gerprint of the γ -α phase transition was revealed by IPES
[18] and resonant IPES [19] in the form of a T -dependent
Kondo resonance across the transition. The γ -α transition
was also investigated by Ce-L3-edge RIXS of Ce0.93Sc0.07 by
Rueff et al. [5] by tracking the T -dependent f 1/ f 2 intensity
ratio. Simultaneously, Dallera et al. [6] also evidenced the
γ -α transition by following the f 1 intensity of Ce-M4,5 x-ray
absorption spectra. They also performed RIXS measurements
at the Ce-M5-edge [6] and identified the f 0 and f 1 final states,
but the f 2 final state feature was not identified by measure-
ments done at hνin of the XAS M5-edge peak and the M5

satellite peak.
In this report, our Ce M5-edge RIXS study of Ce0.93Sc0.07

reveals well-defined features associated with the f 0 and f 2

final states, allowing us to determine the 4 f Coulomb inter-
action experimentally, defined as the energy of the process f 1

+ f 1 → f 0 + f 2. The T dependence of the f 0 final state and
the fluorescencelike structure exhibit clear systematic changes
across the γ -α transition with a very similar large hysteresis in
T cycling. The results confirm that the fluorescencelike struc-
ture probes the weight of the f 0 configuration in the ground
state and its T dependence reflects the Kondo energy scale.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Using the AERHA (Adjustable Energy Resolution High
Acceptance) spectrometer [46] with a scattering angle of 85º
at the SEXTANTS beamline [47] of synchrotron SOLEIL,
the RIXS measurements were performed on a polycrystalline
Ce0.93Sc0.07 sample. The overall energy resolution, estimated
from the full width at half maximum of the elastic peak, was
about 350 meV, which is a little bit larger than the 4 f5/2-4 f7/2

spin-orbit energy (�so = 280 meV). A polycrystalline sample
of Ce0.93Sc0.07 was prepared by melting high-purity elements
in an induction furnace under purified argon atmosphere. The
ingot was melted ten times to ensure homogeneity for a weight

FIG. 1. Ce M5-edge XAS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 measured at
20 K (α phase) and 300 K (γ phase).

loss of ≈0.5%. The sample purity and crystal structure were
verified by x-ray diffraction. Even though RIXS is bulk sen-
sitive, the surface of the sample was cleaned in situ due to
a surface oxidation feature seen in the total electron yield
(TEY) Ce M-edge XAS spectrum. We found a weak but
specific feature associated with oxidation in the TEY XAS
spectrum, and its absence was used to ensure a clean surface
(see Appendix A).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the Ce M5-edge XAS spectra of
Ce0.93Sc0.07 measured at T = 20 K (α phase) and 300 K (γ
phase). The Ce M5-edge XAS is in good agreement with
previously published data of Ce0.93Sc0.07 [6]. The spectra are
dominated by the 3d94 f 2 multiplets arising via the dipole
transition from the 4 f 1 contribution in the ground state but
also have a finite contribution from the 3d94 f 3 multiplets
coming from the 4 f 2 contribution in the ground state (see
Appendix B). The intermediate valence of the ground state
is revealed via the 3d94 f 1 satellite at hν = 888 eV. Its in-
tensity reflects the weight of the f 0 component in the ground
state [48,49] and quantifies the amount of delocalization. In
the γ phase, the XAS spectrum is consistent with an f -state
occupation n f ∼ 1 (very small satellite intensity), while in the
α phase, a significant increase of the intensity of the satellite is
observed. Using a simplified single-impurity Anderson model
with full multiplets, [40,50–52] using the Quanty code [53,54]
(see the Appendix B), we have simulated the spectra of the γ

(α) phase corresponding to an intermediate valence ground
state n f = 0.982 (n f = 0.943) which are consistent with the
experimental spectra as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the Ce 3d → 4 f → 3d RIXS spectra
of Ce0.93Sc0.07 taken at (a) T = 20 K (α phase) and (b)
T = 300 K (γ phase) in σ and π polarizations, respectively.
The spectra are shown as a function of the energy loss with
the incident photon energy increasing in steps of 1 eV of
the XAS spectrum, starting with M5 (hν = 883 eV) up to
M5 + 7 (2 eV above the f 1 XAS satellite). In addition to the
quasielastic f 1 final state peak, the M5 and M5 + 1 spectra
show clear f 2 final state peaks in σ and π polarizations, while
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FIG. 2. Ce 3d → 4 f → 3d RIXS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 as
a function of the energy loss. The measurements were performed at
(a) T = 20 K and (b) T = 300 K for σ and π polarizations. The
incident photon energy is tuned in steps of 1 eV of the XAS spectrum,
starting with M5 up to M5 + 7 (2 eV above the f 1 XAS satellite) (see
Fig. 1). M5 denotes the excitation energy, which coincides with the
maximum of the XAS spectrum (hν = 883 eV). The green and black
triangles indicate two different fluorescencelike features.

the spectra with incident energies M5 + 5 show the f 0 final
state peaks in σ polarization, consistent with our earlier study
on CeAgSb2 [40]. It is noted that the f 2 final states arise
from the intermediate 3d94 f 3 XAS multiplet states, which in
turn arise via the dipole transition from the 4 f 2 component in
the ground state [40]. The RIXS f 2 final states show spectral
shape changes as a function of incident energy. Further the
f 2 peak seen in the M5 and M5 + 1 spectra shows multiplet
structure due to strong 4f-4f interactions, leading to the split-
ting of the f 2 configuration into 13 multiplets according to
the LS coupling, 3H (J = 4,5,6), 3F (J = 2,3,4), 1G, 1D,
3P (J = 0,1,2), 1I and 1S. Indeed, when the incident photon
energy is tuned at hν = M5, the f 2 final states are mainly
the 3H multiplets. On increasing the incident photon energy
from hν = M5 to hν = M5 + 3, the f 2 structure is composed
of two main contributions whose spectral weight is photon
dependent (see Appendix B). Similar multiplet effects have
been observed for the f 2 final state of RIPES at Ce N4,5 edge
of cerium intermetallic compounds [55].

When the incident photon energy is tuned at the XAS
satellite structure (M5 + 5), the RIXS spectra exhibit an in-
tense peak at ∼1.9 eV with σ polarization, corresponding to
the f 0 final state in both α phase and γ phase. In contrast
to the f 2 final state, this so-called f 0 feature consists of a
single peak with no multiplet effects. The 1S0 symmetry of
the initial state in both phases is deduced from the drastic
polarization dependence of the f 0 final state, as was theoret-
ically predicted [56,57] and experimentally observed [38,40].
By increasing the incident photon energy from M5 to M5 + 7,
the f 0 structure is resonantly enhanced at M5 + 5 and remains
at constant energy loss. On the other hand, the f 2 final states
show a Raman-type behavior with the incident photon energy

FIG. 3. Ce M5-edge RIXS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 measured at
20 K (α phase) and 300 K (γ phase) in σ polarization with the inci-
dent photon energy tuned at hν = M5 and hν = M5 + 5. RIXS spectra
of α Ce and γ Ce calculated within the full-multiplet configuration
interaction model in σ polarization at (a) hν = M5 + 5 and (b) hν =
M5. The parameters are given in Table I.

from M5 to M5 + 3. In addition to this loss energy structures,
the RIXS spectra from M5 + 4 to M5 + 7 also exhibit a flu-
orescencelike structure [see the black triangles in Figs. 2(a)
and 2(b)]. The appearance of this structure in Figs. 2(a) and
2(b) is consistent with our previous study of the CeAgSb2
Kondo system. Interestingly, the RIXS spectra also exhibit
another fluorescence feature indicated by the green triangles.
The latter feature was not observed in our previous study in
Ref. [40]. Surprisingly, the energy separation between these
two fluorescence features corresponds to the energy separa-
tion between the f 0 and f 2 final states, which is about 2.7 eV.
Therefore, the emission process of these fluorescence might
be related to the continuum states through the f 0 and f 2

final states in the RIXS process. Moreover, we also found
that their intensities in the α phase are stronger compared to
the γ phase. This indicates that the intensities of both struc-
tures are hybridization dependent and therefore related to the
weight of the f 0 configuration in the ground state. A tentative
explanation of the fluorescencelike structure indicated by the
black triangles was proposed to come from the electron-hole
pair excitation related to the continuum [58,59]. However,
more theoretical work is required to precisely understand what
are the states involved in the initial, intermediate, and final
state of the RIXS process giving rise to these fluorescence
structures.

Figure 3(a) shows the comparison between the RIXS M5 +
5 spectra measured in the α-phase and γ -phase with σ po-
larization to emphasize the T -dependence of the f 0 peak.
It is noteworthy that the spectral lineshape is unaffected by
the transition. It is obvious that the f 0 feature of α Ce and
γ Ce are located at the same energy ∼1.9 eV; however, the
f 0 feature of α Ce is much more intense than that of γ Ce.
This is consistent with the XAS spectra and indicates the very
large TK and strong delocalized character of 4 f states of α Ce.
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FIG. 4. (a)–(d) Highlighting of the γ -α transition with the T -dependent RIXS map measured in σ polarization with the incident photon
energy hν = M5 + 5 [(c) and (d) are the RIXS map expanded in the region of the fluorescence feature]. Hysteresis loops derived from the
integrated intensity of the (e) f 0, (f) first, and (g) second fluorescencelike structure (indicated by the black and green triangles in Fig. 2) in the
RIXS map of Ce0.97Sc0.07 [see Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The arrows indicate the circulation inside the loop.

Similarly, the RIXS M5 spectra measured in the α phase and
γ phase with σ polarization to emphasize the T dependence
of the f 2 peak, which gets strongly reduced upon cooling [see
Fig. 4(b)], consistent with L3-edge RIXS measurements [5].
It should also be noted that the energy location of the f 0

and f 2 final states are consistent with PES and IPES results
[19]. However, the intensity of the f 2 feature is as strong as
the intensity of the f 0 final state in RIXS. Conversely, the
intensity of the f 0 feature in PES appears weak, like the f 2

final state in RIXS. This is attributed to differences in cross
sections for the different spectroscopic techniques, while the
observed behavior in RIXS experiments is correctly obtained
in our calculations. Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show the result of the
simplified full-multiplet configuration interaction calculation
of the RIXS spectra of α Ce and γ Ce with the incident photon
energy tuned at hν = M5 + 5 and hν = M5, respectively (it
should be noted that the calculations are performed at T = 0).
The parameters used for α Ce and γ Ce are the same as given
in Table I for T = 20 K and 300 K spectra. The RIXS cal-
culations are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental
data in Fig. 3 except the position of the f 2 structure in the

alpha phase, which is slightly overestimated. The presence of
both f 0 and f 2 final states, respectively, at loss energy � f 1→ f 0

and � f 1→ f 2 allows us to directly determine the Coulomb
repulsion Uf f in the γ and α phases of Ce0.93Sc0.07. This is
usually obtained by combining PES and IPES spectra [60,61].
The Coulomb repulsion Uf f , associated with removing a 4f
electron from one f site i and adding it to another f site j, is
given by Uf f = � f 1→ f 0 + � f 1→ f 2 . The f 0 and f 2 structures
are, respectively, located at about 1.9 eV ± 0.1 eV and 4.5 eV
± 0.2 eV, and accordingly, the Coulomb energy determined
from RIXS is 6.4 eV ± 0.3 eV, consistent with the value of
Uf f used for the XAS and RIXS calculations.

In order to investigate the spectral changes of the γ -α
transition, we fixed the incident photon energy at the f 1 XAS
satellite (M5 + 5, so as to maximize the RIXS f 0 intensity)
and then followed the evolution of the RIXS spectra over
a complete cycle, from 20 K → 300 K → 20 K and the
acquisition time of each RIXS spectrum was set to 40 seconds.
The cooling and heating rate was 2 K/min. In the obtained
RIXS color maps shown in Fig. 4(a) for the heating half-cycle
and Fig. 4(b) for the cooling half-cycle, we observe clear

TABLE I. f n contributions and f -state occupation (nf ) for γ and α Ce. Simplified SIAM parameters used for the calculations: the
f - f Coulomb exchange Uf f , the Coulomb interaction between f electron and 3d core hole Uf c, the effective f binding energy ε f , and the
hybridization strength V (all in eV).

f 0 f 1 f 2 nf ε f Uf f Uf c V

α Ce 7.46% 90.79% 1.747% 0.943 −1.35 6.38 9.93 0.148
γ Ce 2.82% 96.19% 0.99% 0.982 −1.57 6.38 9.93 0.105
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changes in the region of the f 0 charge excitations. Figure 4(e)
shows the T dependence of the integrated intensities in the
region of the f 0 peak at 1.9 eV extracted from the RIXS
maps. The onset of the phase transition is marked by a rapid
decrease in the f 0 intensity at 130 K on heating and a rapid
increase at 110 K on cooling. A large hysteresis is observed,
comparable to what is observed in the thermoelectric power
and magnetization measurements [5,62]. Interestingly, the T
dependence of the fluorescencelike structure [obtained from
the same RIXS maps, see Fig. 4(f)] also exhibits a large
hysteresis, similar to the one obtained from the intensity of
the f 0 structure. This confirms that the intensity of the fluores-
cencelike structure probes the weight of the f 0 configuration
in the initial ground state, and its T dependence reflects the
change of the Kondo energy scale of γ Ce and α Ce. More-
over, the temperature dependence of the f 2 structure [see
Fig. 4(g)] also exhibits a hysteresis confirming that change
in the spectra due to the Kondo effect is also observed in the
f 2 structure as recently theoretically pointed out by N. Sasabe
et al. [59]

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we investigated the T -dependence Ce-M5

RIXS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 alloy across the isostructural
γ -α phase transition. The results indicate RIXS is a valu-
able tool to obtain detailed information on the f electronic
properties of Ce compounds in particular, and rare earths in
general. We could deduce the electronic parameter evolution
across the γ -α transition from the T -dependent spectra by
tracking the spectral weight of the features corresponding to
the f 1 → f 0 charge excitation. A systematic T -dependent
hysteresis is observed for the f 0 final state as well as the
fluorescence structure spectral intensities upon cycling across
the γ -α transition. The results establish a direct link between
the fluorescencelike feature and the Kondo scale across the
isostructural γ -α phase transition in Ce0.93Sc0.07 alloy.

FIG. 5. Ce M5-edge XAS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 at T = 20 K
with different surface qualities. The spectrum in the black line is
taken from a freshly scraped sample, and the spectrum in the red
line is taken from an oxidized surface. Arrows A and C indicate the
contributions from oxidation effects of the aged surface.

FIG. 6. Ce M5-edge RIXS spectra taken at the incident photon
energies (a) hν = B and (b) hν = C from a freshly scraped sample
and an oxidized one.
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APPENDIX A: OXIDATION EFFECT

Figure 5 shows a comparison between Ce M5-edge XAS
taken from a freshly scraped sample surface, and eight hours
after scraping. The clean surface of the sample was prepared
in situ by repeatedly scraping with a diamond file under
the base pressure of 1 × 10−8 mbar. We have checked the
sample cleanliness by the absence of the CeO2 contribution
in the spectra. The Ce M5-edge XAS profile line shape of
the oxidized surface is significantly changed compared to the
clean one. Typically, a shoulder and a satellite structure arise,
respectively, at 884 eV and 890 eV (indicated by arrows A and
C, respectively). The spectrum is the sum of two contributions
associated, respectively, to Ce0.93Sc0.07 alloy in the bulk and to
the oxidized surface (CeO2). Satellite B remains at the same
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FIG. 7. Calculated XAS spectra at Ce-M5 edge and the contri-
bution associated with the different configurations (d10 f 0 → d9 f 1,
d10 f 1L → d9 f 2L and d10 f 2L2 → d9 f 3L2). It should be noted that
the total XAS is not the sum of f 1, f 2, and f 3 contributions due to
interference effects.

energy but gets masked by the surface contribution. Indeed,
shoulder A and satellite C are, respectively, associated with
the 3d94 f 2 and 3d94 f 1 final states of the oxidized surface
corresponding to CeO2 [38].

The Ce M5-edge RIXS spectra taken at the incident photon
energies hν = B and hν = C from the clean and oxidized
surface are, respectively, shown in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b). Inter-
estingly, the RIXS spectral line shape is unaffected by the
oxidation effects when the incident photon energy is tuned
at hν = B (the bulk satellite), while this satellite is almost
invisible in the XAS spectra of the oxidized surface. However,
when the incident photon energy is tuned at hν = C (the sur-
face satellite), a prominent structure arises at about 6.5 eV of
the RIXS spectrum measured for the oxidized surface. These
two behaviors highlight two characteristics of RIXS: its bulk
sensitivity and its chemical sensitivity. Especially, tuning the
incoming photon energy on different features of the same edge
allows for prioritizing the scattering from a given element in
the studied material. Here, the Ce0.93Sc0.07 in the bulk, or the
CeO2 of the oxidized surface.

APPENDIX B: FULL MULTIPLET CONFIGURATION
INTERACTION CALCULATIONS

The XAS and RIXS spectra were simulated using a sim-
plified version (the zero bandwidth limit) of the Gunnarsson
and Schönhammer model [63], combined with full-multiplet
calculations [50,51]. The simulations were performed with
the QUANTY code [53,54] and the Slater integrals for the
4f-4f and 3d-4f electron-electron interactions were taken from

FIG. 8. (a) RIXS map in the energy loss range of the f 2 final
state. (b) RIXS spectra at hν = 883 eV.

the Crispy [64] implementation of the Quanty code. A reduc-
tion factor of 80% of the Hartree-Fock values of the Slater
integrals has been used to consider the screening of the in-
traatomic electron-electron interactions by the presence of
other charges. Three configurations have been used, namely
f 0, f 1L, and f 2L2 for the initial state of RIXS and d9 f 1,
d9 f 2L, and d9 f 3L2 for the intermediate state of RIXS (XAS
final state). Using the parameters given in Table I, we calcu-
lated the XAS and RIXS spectra of Ce0.93Sc0.07 in the γ and
α phases, as shown in Figs. 1, 3(c), and 3(d).

Taking into account the d9 f 3L2 is crucial to reproduce the
RIXS spectra, although its contribution is mainly hidden in the
XAS spectra. In order to visualize its contribution in the XAS
spectra, we have calculated the partial spectral weights from
each configuration in the ground state (see Fig. 7). The RIXS
map in the energy loss range of the f 2 final state is shown in
Fig. 8. A small Lorentzian broadening of 0.05 eV FWHM has
been used in order to show the multiplet structures. For the
incident photon energy tuned at 883 eV, the f 2 final state is
composed of the lower energy 3H , 3F , 1G multiplets and the
higher energy 1D, 1I, 3P multiplet.
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